
I volunteered at Baan Saan Rak for 2 months along with another volunteer. There were 20 children housed there 
during our stint and 2 ladies in charge of the kids, Oil and Jit. From what we have managed to gather, almost all of 
the children have sad pasts with some coming from troubled families and others being refugees from Burma. And 
yet they are the most amazing kids that I have ever known. They help out with most of the household chores 
without much complaint and they show genuine affection for each other, with the older kids helping to take care 
of the younger ones. Kudos must be given to Oil and Jit, who are kind but still strict towards the kids. That said, 
kids are still kids, thus there is still the usual drama of crying/fighting every now and then. And with 20 kids under 
one roof, one can imagine the amount of noise that one has to live with. This is especially so in the mornings when 
they wake up at 5am to prepare for school. Besides all the usual shouting, they may even burst into song together 
with loud guitar accompaniment, if the mood comes to them so much so that we would always wake up at the 
same time as them every morning without fail. Thus, it might help to prepare earplugs beforehand or at least, an 
open mind. Other times, the level of noise is still quite tolerable though we still had to get out every now and then 
in order to retain our sanity.  
 
Other than the amount of noise, the other thing that struck me the most was the pace of life there. Maybe it’s due 
to the fact that I have always lived in a city, thus I had some difficulty adapting to the slow countryside life initially. 
There isn’t much to do after school as the kids would start to do household chores or their homework or laze 
around at the TV area and watch TV. Sometimes they would bring us out to do “farming” which is basically just 
plucking fruits and tending to some vegetable plots. But other than that there was nothing much to do, thus it 
would help to find some activities to pass time such as reading or cycling about the village. Personally, I would 
advise to bring LOTS of books as the kids sleep at 8pm everyday (early, I know!) and there is nothing else to do 
except to stone in our huts and wait for a more decent time to sleep. We also baked occasionally with the kids 
during the weekends when the day seemed to stretch even longer with there being no school. And the kids do love 
these baking sessions thus we score some brownie points with them at the same time. Otherwise, it is also 
possible to get out for a while and travel to nearby towns during the weekends, which helps to pass time quicker. 
 
The kids attend a school nearby where we taught everyday. Our job was very simple. Just taught 2 classes each day, 
starting with Prathom 1 and 2 on one day, then 3/4 the next day and 5/6 the day after and repeating the whole 
cycle again. Each lesson is about 50 minutes, after which we were basically free to do whatever we wanted. So we 
always started school at 8.30am and finished at around 10.30am. We would then head to the computer room to 
use the internet until lunch was served at 11.30am. We then used the lunch period to review that day's lessons 
and prepared for the subsequent day's lessons. After lunch, we headed back to use the internet and to prepare 
worksheets until school ended at 3.30pm. It was relatively straightforward and the director and the other teachers 
placed no demands on our teaching other than to make it as fun as possible so that the students enjoyed learning 
English. Otherwise, they were more than happy to let "real" English teachers, that is, native English speakers, take 
over the lesson as their own English standards do leave much to be desired, which is what happens when one 
teacher is expected to teach all subjects - maths, science, English, Thai - to one class. Thus, don't expect to be given 
much help in teaching. We had to teach all by ourselves and we were only provided with some teaching materials 
such as charts and games that the school had bought. The students did have English textbooks but they were way 
out of the students' league so what we did was to get a feel of their standards, which really isn't much, and work 
from there. So we taught basic sentence structures such as "this is..." with nouns and "he is.....ing" with verbs and 
this was about as far as we got. It isn't much but at least there was some improvement and the students were 
more confident to speak out loud in English.  
 
In summary, I would say that it had been a tough but rewarding experience. Though there were some difficulties 
along the way, it was ultimately an amazing experience and has been one of the best things that I have done thus 
far with my life. 
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